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Diagnostic tests are often used to detect or stage a
disease as well as to determine a course of subse-
quent treatment. For example, elevated prostate-
specific antigen (PSA) levels or abnormal digital
rectal examination (DRE) findings are indicators of
the potential for prostate cancer (1), and they are
often followed by biopsy. Likewise, computed to-
mography (CT) and positron-emission tomography
(PET) can be used for staging non-small cell lung
cancer, that is, to detect mediastinal lymph node
metastases (2). Conventional statistical analysis of
the detection properties of any given diagnostic test
is based on a 2x2 table that cross-classifies subjects
by presence or absence of cancer (according to some
gold standard, often biopsy) and a positive or neg-
ative test result. Yet not all tumors are the same.
Size, stage, severity, or some other factors may ren-
der some cancers, but not others, potentially lethal.
Also, some cancers, though not yet symptomatic,
may have metastasized to the point that treatment
would not result in much benefit. As such, some tu-
mors are more in need of being treated, and there-
fore of being detected, than are others.

It has been recognized that two tests, even with
identical sensitivities and specificities, may still be
distinguishable by the type of tumors they tend to
detect or miss. Therefore, it has been suggested that
the standard 2x2 table, which allows no provision for
this consideration, be modified by splitting the true-
positive group into two categories, based on the size
of the tumor detected (3). However, it is preferable 
to split both the true-positive group and the false-
negative group. Doing this requires a measurement
of amenability to treatment that is available even for
subjects with negative results. It is not the purpose 
of this article to identify the ideal measures of
amenability to treatment, but rather to illustrate how
such measures would be used to refine the assess-
ment of a diagnostic test. To this end, we use DRE
status as a measure of amenability to treatment when
evaluating PSA for prostate cancer, and we use CT
status as a measure of amenability to treatment when
evaluating PET for non-small cell lung cancer.

THE CONCEPT OF AMENABILITY TO
TREATMENT

The standard definition of sensitivity is the num-
ber of true-positive tests divided by the total num-
ber of cancers, that is, P{positive finding | cancer}.
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Specificity is generally defined as the number of true-
negative tests divided by the total number of non-
cancers, that is, P{negative finding | no cancer}. A ra-
tional utility function would be an increasing function
of both the sensitivity and the specificity (4), so one
would want each of these quantities to be large. 

The definitions of sensitivity and specificity
are unambiguous in the usual context of a binary
classification of the true status (cancer or no cancer),
so there are only two columns, and a 2x2 table re-
sults. But when weighing the risks and benefits of
any treatment modality for any disease, it will often
turn out that some patients benefit greatly, some
less, some not at all, and some may even be harmed
by treatment. Hence, the key issue in evaluating a di-
agnostic test is the extent to which it provides bene-
fits. With this is mind, we propose that a diagnostic
test be evaluated based on not only its ability to de-
tect tumors but also its ability to zero in on those
tumors that are most amenable to treatment. False-
positives should count against the test in proportion
to the harm incurred, and true-positives should
count for the test in proportion to the benefit accrued.

Yet the standard definition of sensitivity
awards full credit to a test that detects a tumor,
regardless of the characteristics of that tumor. A
tumor that remains asymptomatic but that has al-
ready spread to the point that treatment can be only
palliative may, if detected, result in less clinical ben-
efit than a tumor that could still be excised. Like-
wise, a propensity for overdetection of indolent tu-
mors that, had they not been detected, might not
have resulted in harm is a bad property of a diag-
nostic test (5). Therefore, the gold standard should
not represent cancer that is overdiagnosed (6). Con-
sider, for example, our Table 1, which presents the
general structure of a refined table to evaluate a
screening test. Our Table 1 differs from the stan-
dard 2x2 table in that our table has four columns for
cancer severity according to the gold standard:
three positive severity levels, and a negative find-
ing. Therefore, our Table 1 is a 2x4 table, instead of
the usual 2x2 table for binary tests and binary gold
standards or the 4x2 table (for example) used for re-
ceiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve meth-
ods (4) when the test provides a classification with
four categories. For example, in an article by

Cooner et al. (7), that article’s Table 1 shows a data
set in which the PSA is classified into three cate-
gories. For the purposes of this paper we consider
only binary classifications of any diagnostic test. 

Our Table 1 presents all relevant information,
and so can be considered to be the gold standard by
which any other subset of information may be
judged. The interpretation of our Table 1 depends
on the definitions of the columns in terms of the
need for (or amenability to) treatment. There may
be no benefit in detecting severe cancers or mild
cancers. That is because severe cancers have al-
ready progressed to the point that treatment is fu-
tile, and mild cancers, if left untreated, would not
result in any harm. It would also be possible to de-
fine the cancer-severity columns in a monotonic
fashion, so that the benefit in detecting a cancer
would increase with the severity of that cancer.
Such distinctions could not be drawn if all the can-
cers were grouped together. 

Nothing is lost in switching from the usual
2x2 table to our Table 1’s 2x4 format. And, one could
reconstruct the usual 2x2 table by selecting the ap-
propriate cutpoint and dichotomizing our Table 1
(8). Yet something is certainly gained with our 2x4
format. Analogous to the 4x2 table used, for exam-
ple, for ROC curve methods when the test provides
a classification with four categories, the richer clas-
sification in our Table 1 also allows for multiple cut-
points, each defining a combination of sensitivity
and specificity. To illustrate the advantages of our
Table 1 format, in the next two sections we consider
prostate cancer and non-small cell lung cancer, re-
spectively. In each case, we present a data set that
will allow for a 2x3 table, and we proceed based on
monotonic ordering. That is, we consider the more
severe tumors to be the ones most in need of being
detected, but we then reverse this assumption and
consider the most severe tumors to be beyond hope.
In such a case, there would be less benefit in detect-
ing these than in detecting the moderate ones.

THE EXAMPLE OF PROSTATE CANCER

The slow growth of most prostate cancers
makes the need for treatment hard to define, but

TABLE 1. General structure of a refined table to evaluate a screening test

Cancer severity

Severe Moderate Mild None Total

Diagnostic test+ x1 x2 x3 x4 x1+x2+x3+x4
Diagnostic test– n1–x1 n2–x2 n3–x3 n4–x4 n1+n2+n3+n4–x1–x2-x3-x4

Total n1 n2 n3 n4 n1+n2+n3+n4
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patient characteristics, such as age, may play a 
role. When evaluating PSA as a screening test for
prostate cancer, for this article we considered only
the DRE status. We did that because of the avail-
ability of a data set in which all subjects had been
screened with both PSA and DRE, and had been
biopsied independently of the results of the screen-
ing tests. We extracted the data from a data set that
had been created by Cooner and that was later pre-
sented by Baker (9) in an evaluation of the perfor-
mance of combinations of prostate-cancer markers.
Instead of evaluating the predictive ability of the
pair of screening tests used in combination, we re-
fined the evaluation of one screening tool by con-
sidering the status of the other. The subset of sub-
jects who had both screening tests and a biopsy
may not be representative of the entire sample. In
turn, the entire sample itself may not be representa-
tive of the target population of subjects who would
conceivably be screened. Our purpose is not to
make a statement about the Cooner data set per se,
or even about PSA or DRE, but rather to illustrate a
novel, more informative presentation of the data,
complete with any sampling biases it may (or may
not) contain. 

We used our Table 2 to evaluate PSA, with its
rows for PSA+ and PSA–, and columns for DRE+
cancer, DRE– cancer, and no cancer. The order in
which the PSA and DRE tests are administered
could influence the results, especially if the DRE is
administered first. One could use counterbalancing
techniques (10) to ensure that any carryover effect is
balanced. However, it might just be simpler to ad-
minister the PSA first for all the subjects in the study. 

DRE+ tumors are probably more aggressive
than DRE– tumors. For example, Table 4 in the
Cooner et al. article (7) shows a data set in which
disease was confined in 42 of 65 (65%) of the DRE–
tumors, but in only 94 of 177 (53%) of the DRE+ tu-
mors. The trend in Table 5 of the Cooner et al. arti-
cle (7) is reversed, so that the DRE– tumors appear
to be more severe. Nevertheless, in our Table 2, the
second column (“DRE– cancer,” that is, cancer, but
not sufficient to cause an abnormal DRE finding) is
intermediate between the first column (“DRE+ can-
cer”) and the third column (“No cancer”). 

Various contingencies can be considered. The
futility assumption is that DRE+ tumors are less
amenable to treatment, given the higher likelihood
of extracapsular disease that responds poorly to
surgery or radiation. Conversely, the monotonicity
assumption is that these DRE+ tumors are the ones
most in need of treatment, given their severity. 

It is not our purpose to address this important
issue. Instead, our purpose is to clarify the role
played by some measure of amenability to treat-
ment in assessing a diagnostic test. Hence, the truth

or falsity of either the futility assumption or the mo-
notonicity assumption is somewhat tangential to
our argument. As we illustrate in this paper our ap-
proach would prove useful given the truth of either
assumption. Our display is useful under either sce-
nario, that is, either futility or monotonicity, and we
do not address which one is true.

We proceed first under the monotonicity as-
sumption, and the sensitivity and specificity are
both defined in terms of 2x2 tables. Our Table 3 pre-
sents the data based on combining the first two
columns, that is, the DRE+ and DRE– columns. In
that way, any cancer counts as positive, regardless
of its severity or its need for treatment. The sensi-
tivity and specificity for our Table 3 are 194/(194 +
35) = 0.847 and 322/(192 + 322) = 0.626, respec-
tively. Clearly, the tumors in the first column need
to be treated (per the monotonicity assumption),
and those in the last column do not, but partial
credit might be appropriate for the middle column.
If so, then combining the middle column with the
last one, per the strict definition of the sensitivity
and specificity, might not be appropriate. It is also
possible to instead combine the middle category
with the first one, and separate the last column
from them.

Our Table 4 presents the data based on com-
bining the last two columns (DRE– cancer and no
cancer) from Table 2. In that way, only cancer suffi-
cient to cause an abnormal DRE counts as positive.
The sensitivity and specificity for this table are
152/(152 + 23) = 0.869 and 334/(234 + 334) = 0.588,
respectively. Neither binary classification (that is,
merging the middle column with one or the other of
the extreme columns) tells the whole story. Simi-
larly, neither measure of sensitivity (or of speci-
ficity) suffices on its own. In fact, with more than

TABLE 2. Prostate-specific antigen (PSA) assessment, ac-
counting for the digital rectal examination (DRE) status of
cancers detected and missed 

DRE+ cancer DRE– cancer No cancer Total

PSA+ 152 42 192 386
PSA– 23 12 322 357

Total 175 54 514 743

TABLE 3. Assessment of prostate-specific antigen (PSA)
based on splitting off the “No cancer” column

Cancer (DRE+ or DRE–)a No cancer Total

PSA+ 194 192 386
PSA– 35 322 357

Total 229 514 743

a DRE = digital rectal examination.
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three classifications, a dichotomization tells even
less of the story. 

When 2x2 tables are required to summarize
an inherently ordered categorical structure, such as
we have here for the ordered categorical variable
“need for detection,” one approach is to present the
entire set of these 2x2 tables, rather than arbitrarily
selecting only one of them. This set of all the 2x2 ta-
bles is known as the Lancaster decomposition (11),
and it is relevant whenever there are ordered cate-
gories. It also lends itself to ROC analyses (12). Sim-
ilarly, we propose that when evaluating a test in
which the disease can be classified into several cat-
egories, all relevant measures of sensitivity and
specificity be presented, along with the complete
table (such as our Table 2). In fact, our Table 2 pro-
vides all the information available in both our Ta-
ble 3 and our Table 4, and the pair of sensitivities is
more informative than either one is by itself, and
likewise the pair of specificities is more informative
than either one is by itself.

We now reverse the monotonicity assumption
underlying the ordering structure inherent in our
Table 2. That is, we now assume that DRE+ tumors
are less amenable to treatment than DRE– tumors
are. If this is the case, then the columns of our Table
2 would need to be permuted, with DRE– tumors
now coming first, and DRE+ tumors being in the
middle. That is because now detection of a DRE+
tumor would confer benefit that is intermediate,
that is, more than the benefit from mistakenly call-
ing normal tissue cancerous but less than the bene-
fit from detecting a DRE– tumor. Our Table 2 would
now be replaced with our Table 5. Combining 
the first two columns (DRE– tumors and DRE+
tumors) results again in Table 3, with sensitivity and
specificity of 194/(194 + 35) = 0.847 and 322/(192 +
322) = 0.626, respectively. However, one could also
combine the last two columns in order to obtain our
Table 6, in which only DRE– tumors count as those
needing detection. Now the sensitivity and speci-
ficity are 42/(42 + 12) = 0.777 and 345/(345 + 344) =
0.501, respectively. The roles of PSA and DRE could
be reversed, in which case one would use the PSA
results to refine the assessment of DRE. This, plus
the monotonicity assumption, would result in our

Table 7. Like our Table 2, our Table 7 displays a pair
of measures of each of sensitivity and specificity. Of
course, the columns of Table 7 could be permuted if
the monotonicity assumption were reversed, but we
do not show this table. 

Whether using the DRE to refine the assess-
ment of the PSA or using the PSA to refine the as-
sessment of the DRE, a natural question might arise
concerning the possible usefulness of combining
the two measures of sensitivity and combining the
two measures of specificity. A weighted average 
of the sensitivity for high-risk cancer and the sensi-
tivity for low-risk cancer would likely be better at
identifying biomarkers for further study than either
single sensitivity would alone. One can construct
such a weighted average based on a suitable mea-
sure of how “close” the middle category is to one
extreme category relative to how “close” it is to the
other extreme category. The issue becomes one of
the amenability to (or need for) treatment of a DRE–
tumor relative to that of a DRE+ tumor. Specifically,
define the amenability to treatment to be 1 (“fully
amenable to treatment”) for DRE+ tumors, z (“par-
tially amenable to treatment”) for DRE– tumors,
and 0 (“not amenable to treatment at all”) for no
cancer, with 0 � z � 1. The quantity z is not known,
but with data from a screening study using both

TABLE 4. Assessment of prostate-specific antigen (PSA)
based on splitting off the digital-rectal-examination-
positive (DRE+) column

DRE+ cancer No cancer or DRE– cancer Total

PSA+ 152 234 386
PSA– 23 334 357

Total 175 568 743

TABLE 5. Prostate-specific antigen (PSA) assessment, as-
suming digital-rectal-examination-negative (DRE–) tumors
are most in need of detection

DRE– cancer DRE+ cancer No cancer Total

PSA+ 42 152 192 386
PSA– 12 23 322 357

Total 54 175 514 743

TABLE 6. Assessment of prostate-specific antigen (PSA)
based on splitting off the digital-rectal-examination-
negative (DRE–) column

DRE– cancer No cancer or DRE+ cancer Total

PSA+ 42 344 386
PSA– 12 345 357

Total 54 689 743

TABLE 7. Digital rectal examination (DRE) assessment,
accounting for the prostate-specific antigen (PSA) status
of cancers detected and missed

PSA+ cancer PSA– cancer No cancer Total

DRE+ 152 23 236 411
DRE– 42 12 278 332

Total 194 35 514 743
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PSA and DRE, such as the ongoing PLCO [Prostate,
Lung, Colon, and Ovarian Cancer] Trial (13), one
could estimate z as indicated in the next paragraph.
The PLCO Trial (13) specifies that each subject with
biopsy-confirmed cancer (DRE– or DRE+) is to be
treated according to the discretion of his or her
physician. 

For some subjects, the decision will be to un-
dergo watchful waiting, whereas for others (pre-
sumably, for those deemed in need of treatment)
the decision will be to treat. Let P{T|DRE+} and
P{T|DRE–} be the proportion of subjects, among
those with DRE+ cancer and with DRE– cancer, re-
spectively, to undergo treatment. These quantities
estimate the proportion among each group consid-
ered to need treatment. Therefore, one reasonable
estimate of z would be the quotient P{T|DRE–}/
P{T|DRE+}. A value for z would suggest a weight
to be used for a weighted average of the two mea-
sures of sensitivity. To see this, consider again our
Table 1, with its general cell counts, that is, where
symbols are used in place of numbers, to make the
structure of the table applicable to future studies no
matter what numbers they obtain. For simplicity,
suppose that severe cancer is in greatest need of de-
tection, moderate cancer is intermediate, and mild
cancer does not need to be detected at all. Then the
sensitivity could be defined as s1 = x1/n1 if z = 0, or
as s2 = (x1 + x2)/(n1 + n2) if z = 1. But in the more re-
alistic case that 0 < z < 1, neither measure of sensi-
tivity will suffice. The overall sensitivity may be de-
fined as (x1 + zx2)/(n1 + zn2) = hs1 + (1–h)s2, where
the weight h can be found as (1–z)n1/[(1–z)n1 + z(n1
+ n2)]. This measure reduces to the right quantities
when z = 0 or z = 1, and assigns partial credit for
DRE– tumors in the more realistic case that 0 < 
z < 1. One could also start with a desired weight h
on the sensitivities, and work backwards to deter-
mine the induced value of z that corresponds to h as
z = [n1(1–h)]/[n1 + n2h]. 

In preparation for when reasonable estimates
of the quantities z(PSA) and z(DRE) become avail-
able, we consider, in our Table 8 and our Table 9, a
range of values for each. For the Cooner data as pre-
sented by Baker (9), the sensitivities and specifici-
ties do not vary much with z(PSA) or z(DRE). This
reflects the fact that the cell counts of the middle
columns of our Table 2 and our Table 7 were small
relative to the cell counts of the two other columns.
This finding, in turn, is due to the fact that there
were relatively few (only 77) subjects with a combi-
nation of a negative screening test and a positive
biopsy. Part of the explanation for this phenome-
non is that of 1 520 subjects with a negative screen-
ing test, only 503 had a biopsy, and thus an oppor-
tunity for a positive biopsy. If the other 1 017
subjects had also had biopsies, then we might have
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found more subjects with tumors, and with con-
flicting results from the two screening tests, that is,
with one test detecting the tumor and the other test
not detecting it. Note that of the 35 cancers missed
by PSA, only 12 were also missed by DRE, and of
the 54 cancers missed by DRE, only 12 were missed
by PSA. So if all the subjects in the Cooner data set
(9) had been biopsied, there likely would have been
more disagreements between PSA and DRE. In that
case, the ranges in our Table 8 and Table 9 would
have expanded by virtue of the larger cell counts
for the middle columns of our Table 2 and our
Table 7. In such a case there would be more benefit
in performing both screening tests and in present-
ing them in the more informative way that we have,
that is, with the added third column. 

Mistry and Cable (1) recently found PSA and
DRE sensitivities of 72.1% and 53.2%, respectively,
and with specificities of 93.2% and 83.6%, respec-
tively. This appears to contradict our findings, ex-
cept that our findings were based on Cooner data
that were published by Baker (9) after they had
been conveyed to him (Baker) via personal commu-
nication. The threshold for classifying results as dis-
ease or not were not specified by Baker (9), and de-
creasing the threshold could certainly result in
more positive findings, both true-positives and
false-positives. This would serve to increase the
sensitivity and decrease the specificity. Therefore,
one possible explanation for our apparent disagree-
ment with Mistry and Cable is that they used a dif-
ferent point on the ROC curve (12) for PSA (differ-
ent cutpoint) and/or for DRE (different subjective
decision). However, even if this turns out not to be
the case, our findings are still not invalidated. That
is because our contention is not that the PSA and
DRE have certain sensitivities and specificities, but
rather only that more informative data displays

TABLE 8. Sensitivity and specificity of prostate-specific
antigen (PSA) for given values of VDRE

a

VDRE Sensitivity of PSAb Specificity of PSAc

0.0 0.869 0.588
0.1 0.866 0.592
0.2 0.863 0.595
0.3 0.861 0.599
0.4 0.859 0.602
0.5 0.856 0.606
0.6 0.854 0.610
0.7 0.852 0.614
0.8 0.851 0.618
0.9 0.849 0.622
1.0 0.847 0.626

a VDRE = value for digital rectal examination.
b Sensitivity of PSA = [152+42VDRE]/[175+54VDRE].
c Specificity of PSA = [334–12VDRE]/[568–54VDRE].



should be used. Note that our results cannot even
be used to suggest that PSA is a better screening test
than DRE (based on better sensitivities and speci-
ficities), because like quantities are not being com-
pared. A better comparison of PSA and DRE would
involve each being evaluated with the same catego-
rization of tumors by amenability to treatment,
such as the Gleason score, free PSA (14), or the ratio
of total PSA to free PSA (14).

THE EXAMPLE OF NON-SMALL CELL LUNG
CANCER

The Table 4 of an article by Pieterman et al. (2)
displays the correct detection of mediastinal lymph
node metastases with positron-emission tomogra-
phy (PET) and with computed tomography (CT).

Their data are reproduced in our Table 10, using the
monotonicity assumption, that is, that CT+ metas-
tases are in greater need of being detected than are
CT– metastases. With this display in our Table 10,
the sensitivity of PET, (x1 + zx2)/(n1 + zn2), that is,
(22 + 7z)/(24 + 8z), is a linear combination of the
sensitivities based on the 2x2 subtables that could
be constructed, that is, hs1 + (1–h)s2 = h(22/24) + 
(1–h)(29/32). If we instead used the futility as-
sumption, that is, that CT– metastases are in greater
need of being detected than are CT+ metastases,
then the first two columns of Table 10 would be
transposed. The resulting sensitivity would be (7 +
22z)/(8 + 24z), which is a linear combination of the
sensitivities based on the 2x2 subtables, that is, 
hs1 + (1–h)s2 = h(7/8) + (1–h)(29/32). One could also
refine the assessment of the CT based on considera-
tion of the PET, as we did in our Table 11. Now the
sensitivity is (22 + 2z)/(29 + 3z), or (2 + 22z)/(3 +
32z) if the first two columns are transposed.

DISCUSSION

Tautologically, any diagnostic test will detect
each individual who falls into the group defined as
those with a specific outcome from the test itself,
but no individual who does not fall into that group.
That is, one could define a disease by a positive test,
and then this would ensure that the sensitivity and
specificity would both always be 100%. But the
question is whether or not it is useful to classify
subjects according to their values from a diagnostic
test. If we assume that certain groups of patients
can be successfully treated, then it is worthwhile to
identify members of this group. To the extent that 
a diagnostic test produces subject subgroups that

TABLE 9. Sensitivity and specificity of digital rectal exam-
ination (DRE) for given values of VPSA

a

VPSA Sensitivity of DREb Specificity of DREc

0.0 0.783 0.528
0.1 0.781 0.531
0.2 0.779 0.531
0.3 0.777 0.532
0.4 0.775 0.533
0.5 0.773 0.534
0.6 0.771 0.536
0.7 0.769 0.537
0.8 0.768 0.538
0.9 0.766 0.539
1.0 0.764 0.541

a VPSA = value for prostate-specific antigen.
b Sensitivity of DRE = [152+23VPSA]/[194+35VPSA].
c Specificity of DRE = [290–12VPSA]/[549–35VPSA].

TABLE 10. Positron-emission tomography (PET) assessment, accounting for the
computed tomography (CT) status of metastases detected in the case of  non-small
cell lung cancer staging 

CT+ metastases CT– metastases No metastases Total

PET+ 22 7 10 39
PET– 2 1 60 63

Total 24 8 70 102

TABLE 11. Computed tomography (CT) assessment, accounting for the positron-
emission tomography (PET) status of metastases detected and missed in the case of
non-small cell lung cancer staging 

PET+ metastases PET– metastases No metastases Total

CT+ 22 2 24 48
CT– 7 1 46 54

Total 29 3 70 102
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approximate not necessarily a group that can be la-
beled with a given disease, but rather these treat-
able groups, the test is useful. The key is the extent
to which a positive screening test may lead to treat-
ment or to further diagnostics. With this in mind,
we developed new data displays that exploit the
ability to classify tumors by the extent to which
they need to be treated. These displays are ideal for
the situation in which one can identify those tumors
most in need of treatment and distinguish them
from those tumors less in need of treatment. A lim-
itation of the data is that we did not have access to
a data set that would allow for the substitution of
the Gleason score or free PSA for the DRE. We are
hopeful that this article has pointed out the benefit
of such cross-tabulations, so that those in posses-
sion of such data will publish them, thereby ad-
dressing this lack of publicly available data. 
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SINOPSIS

Modos de refinar los cálculos de sensibilidad
y especificidad de las pruebas diagnósticas,
aplicados al tamizaje del cáncer de próstata y a
la estadificación del cáncer de pulmón no
microcítico 

Los cálculos del rendimiento de las pruebas diagnósticas sue-
len presentarse en tablas de 2x2 con filas horizontales para los

resultados positivos y negativos obtenidos con la prueba eva-
luada, y con columnas verticales para los resultados positivos
y negativos obtenidos con el patrón de oro. Esta manera de
presentar los datos visualmente, así como las sensibilidades y
especificidades basadas en ella, le imprimen carácter binario a
la prueba y al patrón de oro. Pero cuando los resultados de la
prueba pertenecen a una de varias categorías ordenadas, a
menudo se utilizan curvas de las características funcionales
de la prueba (o curvas ROC, por receiver operator charac-
teristic curve) para indicar que esta no es binaria. Tratar el
patrón de oro como si fuese binario también es problemático
porque implica que toda enfermedad se comporta uniforme-
mente, con el resultado de que a todos los casos se les trata
como si fuesen intercambiables. No obstante, hay ciertos tu-
mores, por ejemplo, que exigen más tratamiento que otros y
que por lo tanto también exigen mayor detección. En el pre-
sente trabajo proponemos el uso de una tabla refinada que cla-
sifica a los tumores en función de lo que se sabe de su suscep-
tibilidad al tratamiento, con lo cual se pretende lograr una
evaluación más informativa de las pruebas que la proporcio-
nada por la tabla de 2x2. A manera de ejemplo presentamos
una tabla de 2x3 en la cual se refina la medición del antígeno
específico de la próstata (AEP) teniendo en cuenta el resul-
tado de la palpación rectal. Dicho resultado se usa como indi-
cador de la necesidad de tratar los cánceres prostáticos que se
detectan o que no se detectan mediante la prueba del AEP.
Un segundo ejemplo aplica los mismos conceptos a la tomo-
grafía por emisión de positrones y a la tomografía computa-
dorizada cuando se usan para la estadificación del cáncer pul-
monar no microcítico. Se usaría más información si se
adoptara la estructura de 2x3 para configurar la tabla.

Palabras clave: neoplasmas, técnicas y procedimien-
tos diagnósticos, diagnóstico temprano, estadificación
de neoplasmas, sensibilidad y especificidad, valor pre-
dictivo de los tests.
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